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WEOWNOMY PLATFORM 
CORPORATION 

(File Number 5798447) 
 https://weownomy.global 

 

 
256 Chapman Road STE 105-4, Delaware United State of America 

 

18th July 2021 

The $746 Million FREE Share Distribution Program 

That Will Bring 3 Million Co-Owners to Weownomy.  

Dear Weownomy Co-Owners; 

On the 17th July 2021, Weownomy CEO Ssemakula Peter Luyima hosted 

a Zoom meeting to introduce Class D Free Shares and their launch. The 

1.5 billion FREE shares will be provided to 3 million new co-owners who 

will now have shares in the company as well as give them a voice. 

Furthermore, Weownomy Ad Exchange will get all co-owners content 

creators, users and brands advertising revenue worth R7.8 Billion 

Weownomy Class B and Class C shares, auction platform to be linked 

with SECDEX Exchange https://www.secdex.net in Seychelles. 

 

https://weownomy.global/
https://www.secdex.net/
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It's a huge deal. A $746 Million FREE Class D Share Distribution 

Program is set to bring 3 million co-owners to WEOWNOMY before 

November 2021 when WeownomyChat, a user owned messaging app 

will be launched.  

The new user owned app, will be launched in November 2021  and will 

go for beta testing phase with 3 million plus co-owners, this has the 

potential of being worth over $1 Billion with future developments as it 

positions itself to become giant social media platform.  

The $746 Million share distribution program, worth around $34.58 per 

share as of 18th July 2021, is designed to increase web traffic and provide 

advertising revenue for co-owners. 

"WeownomyChat" Could Generate Billions of Dollars for 

Users  

WeownomyChat is a user owned messaging app that will be launched 

in November 2021. It was created to promote the benefits of an online, 

chat based community that offers a more intimate and personal 

experience than traditional social media networks such as Facebook or 

Twitter. 

It has the potential to generate billions of dollars in revenue as an 

innovative user owned social media income platform. The key to this 

technology is that it rewards users for using it. WeownomyChat's team 

members have done extensive research on how much money people are 

making from the current social media platforms, and they've found out 

that their business model can bring more opportunities for them by 

allowing them to own their data and control how they us. 
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SECDEX Exchange Will Begin Auctioning Class C and 

Class B Weownomy Shares 

The SECDEX Exchange will begin auctioning Class C and Class B 

Weownomy shares. Now they can be purchased on the open market 

with prices determined by supply and demand - like any other share on 

any stock exchange in the world. The new value for these shares is 

$34.58 as of July 18, 2021. 

The new value for these shares is $34.58 as of July 18, 2021, which is a 

major change from their previous value of $5 because of the launch of 

Weownomy Class D Share distribution Program and Weownomy Ad 

Exchange. 

Weownomy Class C Co-owners will now earn R80,000 and Class B 

R420,000 starting 18th August 2021 per month. 

Weownomy Class D Shares Launch With a $34.58 

Value  

Weownomy Class D Shares launched on 17th July with a $34.58 value as 

the official auction value to be used on SECDEX Exchange for Class B 

and Class C. This new class of shares has been created to give 3 million 

co-owners the opportunity to take advantage of 1.5 billion FREE shares 

distribution program, completely no FEES are required for new co-

owners who want the FREE Class D shares in Weownomy.  

The launch of Weownomy Class D Shares has led to an increase in the 

total number of shares available for trading, from 800 million to 640 

billion shares, and this is expected to significantly increase liquidity on 

SECDEX Exchange.  

Weownomy Class D Shares have been launched on 17th July with a 

$34.58 value, as the official auction value to be used on SECDEX 

Exchange. The launch of Weownomy Class D Shares has led to a new 

value of $34.58 as the official auction value to be used on SECDEX 

Exchange. This is due to strong demand for shares that resulted in 1.5 
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billion shares to be distributed to 3 million co-owners. The new shares 

increased the value of Class C and Class B securities by around $1 billion 

and have a launch value of $34.58 per share. 

Weownomy Ad Exchange Takes Aim at Facebook and 

Google.  

Facebook and Google are the two leading digital ad platforms in the 

world. They have all of the information about users, and use this data to 

create ads that will appeal to those users. Facebook has 1.94 billion 

monthly active users while Google has 2 billion monthly active Android 

devices.  

However, Weownomy Ad Exchange is aiming to change this dynamic 

by using e-share payment system as a way for content creators, listeners, 

viewers and brands alike can be rewarded with ads based on their 

promotion of Weownomy Platform. 

The goal of Weownomy Ad Exchange is to revolutionize the way people 

interact with advertisements. With a platform that rewards users for 

viewing and sharing ads, advertisers will have more potential reach 

than ever before. Weownomy takes aim at Facebook and Google in their 

business model which relies on tracking user data, but unlike these 

giants, Weownomy has taken steps to protect user privacy by giving all 

users control over their own data as well as providing the option to pay 

via e-share payment system. 

The advantage Weownomy Ad Exchange will have is that it can use e-

share payment system to reward users with ads based on their 

promotion of WeownomyChat launching in November for content 

creators, listeners, viewers and brands. The current platforms such as 

Facebook and Google do not provide the opportunity for advertising 

exchanges between users, content creators and advertisers. 
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The Weownomy Ad Exchange Will Revolutionize the 

Advertising Industry  

Weownomy Ad Exchange is the first exchange for ads that enables 

advertisers to buy and sell advertising space using e-share payment 

system model. It allows content creators to take ownership of their ad 

inventory by exchanging it with Weownomy Shares worth R7.8 billion. 

The founders of Weownomy are motivated by the challenge of changing 

a broken media market, where advertisers pay publishers $24 for every 

thousand views on YouTube or Facebook but get no control over how 

those impressions are used. 

In contrast, traditional online advertising exchanges typically use a cost 

per impression (CPM) pricing model where publishers are paid only 

when an advertisement has been shown a certain number of times, 

usually 1,000 impressions or more. 

This means, if a blogger owns 10% of an advertisement in one post, they 

can get paid through Weownomy Share worth 788 ZAR per share that is 

automatically converted by a clearing house of broker dealers in any 

other currency supported on the Weownomy Ad Exchange such as USD 

or ZAR. 

It allows content creators to take ownership of their ad inventory by 

exchanging it with Weownomy Shares worth R7.8 billion. This 

eliminates intermediaries in the process, resulting in increased 

transparency and fairness for all parties involved in the transaction as 

well as decreased cost of transactions. 

The idea behind Weownomy Ad Exchange is to create a platform where 

content creators can have ownership of their ad inventory by 

exchanging it with Weownomy Shares worth R7.8 billion. This way, 

advertisers are able to buy and sell advertising space using e-share 

payment system model which in turn ensures that there is no third party 

involved in the transaction process. 
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Weownomy Ad Exchange: 50% of Your Ad 

Revenue As Content Creator and Co-Owner 

Weownomy is a platform that allows creators to monetize their work in 

a way better than Youtube or Facebook. Weownomy will sign ad 

revenue sharing agreement partnership program with content creators 

and we'll earn money through advertising revenue. With this new 

policy, you can get 50% of the money earned from your work on 

WeownomyChat or Web. 

The internet has opened up new opportunities for content creators and 

users to make money, but the digital advertising market is controlled by 

a few centralized corporations. The power of these companies to dictate 

what information is shown to consumers and how much they pay for it 

poses significant risk. Weownomy aims to break this monopoly with a 

decentralized ad exchange that provides content creators, brands and 

viewers an equal stake in the success of any advertisement or sponsored 

post. 

There are two ways in which Weownomy will share revenue with the 

content creators. Firstly, Weownomy will share 50% of any ad revenue 

earned from displaying ads on or within the user's work. Secondly, 

Weownomy will also share 50% of any revenues generated from 

external advertising placements by partners across the platform (e.g., 

banner ads) utilizing Weownomy Ad Exchange. 

Weownomy will sign ad revenue sharing agreement partnership 

program with content creators and users to earn money through 

advertising revenue to monetize any work related to Weownomy 

Platform as a new Weownomy monetisation policy that rewards 

content creators for their work better than Ytube or Facebook. 
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Weownomy will work as an advertising exchange for brands, media 

companies and individuals to create, distribute and sell digital 

advertisements in return for e-shares (shares). Content creators are able 

to make money from their original ideas by converting shares into cash 

by clearing house of broker dealers in partnership with Weownomy. 

Weownomy, Mzanzi Jburg FM Station to Launch Digi 

TV and Newspaper with a new E-Share Payment 

Model System  

The two companies will sign a strategic partnership agreement on 

Tuesday for the launch of digi television and newspaper to launch R 7.8 

Billion e-share payment system that will pay co-owners who will watch 

and listen and as well creators and brands with a new model that is 

different with traditional advertising.  

Weownomy is launching a new advertising exchange platform with a 

partnership agreement on Tuesday with Mzanzi Jburg FM Station the 

first station to sign up for this partnership program. The purpose of 

Weownomy Ad Exchange is to allow users and content creators to trade 

digital advertisements through shares that can then be converted into 

cash. Users can use Weownomy Ad Platform as an advertising 

exchange for brands, media companies and individuals to create, 

distribute and sell digital advertisements in return for e-shares (shares) 

automatically converted in cash. 

In what could be one of the most significant milestones in the history of 

digital media, Weownomy and Mzanzi Jburg FM Station will sign a 

strategic partnership agreement on Tuesday for the launch of digi 

television to launch R 7.8 Billion e-share payment system that will pay 

co-owners who will watch and listen as well creators and brands for 

Launching Listenership program to pay listeners for listening 

Weownomy program the same time for viewing Weownomy programs. 

The innovative payment system of e-shares is set to revolutionize the 

way people interact with advertisements in the digital world.  
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Weownomy Social Virtual Media Agencies to Onboard 10,000 

New Co-Owners  

Weownomy Social Virtual Media Agencies will now be the vehicle 

through which people can join WeownomyChat. Weownomy board has 

revised the referral program that will require net-workers to pay R1500 

using Weownomy btc wallet provided below in order to onboard new 

co-owners using Class D shares distribution program. Social Media 

Agencies will use Weownomy Money Calculator to enter the total 

number of users who you onboard and those who will follow you with 

the launch of WeownomyChat in November to estimate how much you 

will earn between $60,000 to $94,000 with ad revenue sharing 

agreement to be signed between Weownomy Ad Exchange and 

Weownomy Social Virtual Media Agencies. 

Weownomy Company Moves All Payments to Crypto  

Weownomy Company is now moving all payments to be made through 

crypto payment mainly BTC Wallet. Weownomy BTC Wallet is 

1G72U5upGq9hunVhcjv4AKZgvqapmyuRi6 and also attached herein 

Weownomy US Bank Account for your perusal.  

With every good wish,  

I am Sincerely yours;  

Ssemakula Peter Luyima  

President and CEO  

On behalf of Weownomy Platform Corporation  

https://www.weownomy.global  
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